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Abstract

In this paper we present ChirpCast, a system for
broadcasting network access keys to laptops ultra-
sonically. This work explores several modulation
techniques for sending and receiving data using
sound waves through commodity speakers and built-
in laptop microphones. Requiring only that laptop
users run a small application, the system success-
fully provides robust room-specific broadcasting at
data rates of 200 bits/second.

1 Introduction

Providing selective access to public wireless net-
works is an open challenge in computer networks. In
many instances, such as at an office or a coffee shop,
network access should be granted based on location:
those within the physical space should allowed net-
work access, whereas those outside should be de-
nied. At its core, this problem balances the desire
of access point providers to limit access, thereby re-
ducing necessary bandwidth and cost, with the desire
of users to gain access to networks easily and auto-
matically. At present, solutions to this problem often
favor one party at the expense of the other.

It is common practice for businesses to provide
free and open wireless network access. While this
provides patrons with convenient network access, it
does not restrict network access to those in the phys-

ical space. Standard wireless transmission can easily
pass through walls and other obstructions, allowing
devices outside of the intended space to gain net-
work access. As a result, the access point provider
may require more bandwidth and incur its associ-
ated higher cost, and the patrons may have their con-
nections slowed by access point freeloading. Thus,
to reduce provider costs and increase the connection
speed of permitted users, some form of access con-
trol is necessary.

Currently, the predominant method for access con-
trol is to require users first to obtain a network access
key before being granted network access. In an of-
fice or coffee shop setting, this key is obtained from
an employee of the establishment, with network ac-
cess occasionally contingent on a product purchase.
While this is effective is restricting network access to
customers and staff, it can be inconvenient for users
to be forced into a purchase. Additionally, it does not
prevent users from obtaining the passkey and then
accessing the network from outside of the designated
wireless access space. A passkey distribution sys-
tem therefore should have the following properties:
(1) it must appear nearly automatic from the user’s
perspective to be convenient, and (2) it should allow
passkeys to be changed sufficiently often to ensure
users stay within the designated access zone.

In this paper we present ChirpCast, a physical
layer which distributes access keys using ultrasonic
transmissions. Using inexpensive computer speakers
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and a small encoding program, the ChirpCast trans-
mitter broadcasts access keys which are inaudible to
humans. Unlike radio waves, sound transmissions
do not pass through walls, enabling room-level ac-
cess locality. [1] On the receiver side, ChirpCast
leverages a laptop’s built-in microphone to capture
the signal and then process it in software to recover
the data. This system operates in real time, allowing
the access key to be changed frequently.

Previous research has explored using audio to
transmit data between computing devices in many
contexts. Modems are an early example of us-
ing sound for point-to-point data transmission. Re-
cently, researchers have explored using audio trans-
mission in context aware computing applications:
Madhavapeddy et al describes several modulation
techniques for audio networking, including a phys-
ical layer that uses inaudible sound to transmit data
transmission. This research demonstrated a data rate
of 8 bits/s with 95% accuracy. [2] Our project is an
extension of this work, examining new modulation
techniques for more noise-immune and faster trans-
missions.

The structure the remainder of the paper as fol-
lows: Section 2 describes the selection of carrier
frequency, Section 3 discusses our modulation tech-
niques and results, and Section 4 describes our find-
ings and provides directions for future work.

2 Carrier Frequency Selection

The use of sound as data carrier provides an excel-
lent means of room-specific broadcast localization,
since sound is attenuated by physical barriers. [1]
Beyond localization, we need our carrier to have the
properties that (1) it is inaudible to adults; and (2) the
speakers and microphones are capable of delivering
and receiving high power at the chosen discrete fre-
quencies.

We conducted a small study to find the limits of
adult hearing, whic consisted of four adult partici-
pants, three males and one female. Literature of-
ten cites 20 Hz to 20kHz as the audible frequency
range for humans. [1] However, the audible range for
adults is often less than this, a fact exploited by cer-
tain MP3 encoding formats. [3] Our study found that
no participant could detect frequencies above 17.75
kHz. We therefore choose carrier frequencies above
18 kHz to ensure they cannot be heard.

Next, we characterized the speaker-microphone
pair’s performance across the sound spectrum. Our
sound card supports transmission and sampling at
44.1 kHz, which according to the Nyquist-Shannon
sampling theorem allows a maximum frequency of
22.1 kHz frequency to be sent on and recovered
from the channel. We therefore restrict our fre-
quency characterization to the range between 18 kHz
and 22.1 kHz. Broadcasting pure sinusoidal tones
through the speaker and measuring the signal ampli-
tude at the receiver indicates that transmissions are
differentiable from noise up to 19.5 kHz. This result
is similar to that achieved in [2].

3 Modulation Techniques

3.1 Frequency Shift Keying

Frequency Shift Keying (FSK) transmits information
by changing the frequency of the channel carrier. For
an audio channel Cn, the transmitter broadcasts at
frequency FCn(0) when transmitting a bit value of
0, and at frequency FCn(1) when transmitting a bit
value of 1. This scheme offers greater noise immu-
nity than the simpler On-Off Keying, since the ab-
sence of both FCn(0) and FCn(1) during a trans-
mission indicates that an error has occurred. Addi-
tionally, since noise events affect the entire 18-19.5
kHz band (refer to Section 3.2.3), noise events will
be recognized and the corrupted data ignored. In this
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experiment we choose FC0(0) to be 18 kHz, FC0(1)
to be 18.25 kHz, FC1(0) to be 18.5 kHz, and FC1(1)
to be 18.75 kHz.

Our implementation consists of two simultane-
ously transmitted bit streams, a DATA signal on the
left speaker channel and a CLOCK signal on the
right signal channel. The decision to send a sepa-
rate clock signal simplifies the sender and receiver
synchronization, since the clock signal informs the
receiver when it should sample the data without re-
quiring a receiver-maintained reference clock. The
timing diagram for this encoding is shown in Figure
3.1. It is worth noting that two streams are the maxi-
mum that can be transmitted concurrently, since each
signal must be given a separate audio channel to pre-
vent audible aliasing artifacts.

Figure 1: Timing diagram for FSK. The values on the
right side indicate the frequency of the carrier wave.

To recover the data bits from the ultrasonic trans-
mission, the receiver samples the audio from its mi-
crophone and stores these samples in a buffer. Once
the buffer is full, the receiver computes the fast
Fourier transform (FFT) of the buffer. The average
power across each frequency in the range of 18 kHz
to 19.5 kHz, excluding carrier frequencies, is com-
puted to find the average noise power per frequency.
This is the adaptive noise threshold. The receiver
then compares the power at each carrier frequencies
against this measure, and if a carrier frequency has
power that is an order of magnitude above the adap-
tive noise threshold then it is identified as being ac-

tive.
This scheme was successful in transmitting data

across a distance of one meter at a rate of 4
bits/second with over 90% bit accuracy. This is less
than the reported performance of [2]. This is due in
large part to the speed of the code, which can per-
form at most eight FFT operations per second. As
future work, performing carrier frequency-specific
power analysis should be investigated for software
speedup.

3.2 Phase-shift keying

In phase-shift keying (PSK), we use the phase of a
carrier wave to convey data. Let m(t) be the net-
work access key we would like to broadcast, m(t) ∈
{±1}, where +1 indicates a logical one and−1 indi-
cates a logical zero. The value of m(t) change every
Tb seconds, as shown by the red dashed line in the
Figure 3.2.1.

3.2.1 Binary phase-shift keying

Our first attempt at modulating m(t) with PSK is to
multiply m(t) by a sinusoidal carrier wave at ωc

s(t) = Am(t) cos(2πωct) (1)

where A is the amplitude of the carrier wave. Since
− cos(2πωct) = cos(2πωct + π), the carrier has ei-
ther a 0 degree or a 180 degree phase shift depending
on the data, a binary phase shift keyed (BPSK) sig-
nal. The solid blue curve in figure 3.2.1 shows the
modulated signal s(t).

Demodulation of BPSK signal is simple if the re-
ceiver has a clock reference c(t) that is at the ex-
act phase and frequency as the carrier wave of the
sender, c(t) = cos(2πωct). Suppose the receive sig-
nal r(t) is the sum of s(t) with some white noise
corruption n(t) and there is no propagation delay be-
tween the sender and the receiver. The demodulation
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is carried out by a convolution of r(t) with c(t)

y(t) =

∫ Tb

o
r(t− τ)c(τ)dτ (2)

The value of y(t) sampled at the end of each bit
period is used to determine the demodulated binary
output. y(nTB) > 0 indicates that the n-th symbol
is a logical one while y(nTB) < 0 indicates a logical
zero.

In reality, the distance between the speaker and the
microphone is not fixed so that the propagation delay
cannot be known by the receiver in advance. There-
fore, the clock reference is not at the same phase as
the carrier waveform. To deal with this problem, we
insert an initial header sequence m0(t) at the begin-
ning of each data sequence m(t). The initial m0(t)
is also known by the receiver. In this way, we could
use various supervised learning techniques, such as
linear regression, to estimate the unknown propa-
gation delay. However, this approach is subject to
the following problems. First, linear regression can-
not be performed in real time. The receiver needs
to store r(t) with length greater than the length of
mo(t). Second, linear regression is computation ex-
pensive since it involves taking the inverses of ma-
trices. Third, the quality of estimation depends on
the length of m0(t). The extra mo(t) introduces a
unnecessary redundancy to the transmitted data.

3.2.2 Differential Phase Shift Keying

If it is difficult to estimate the propagation error, it is
the similarly difficult to determine whether the de-
modulated y(nTb) corresponds to a logical one or
a logical zero. However, it is easier to determine
if the current estimated phase differs from that of
the previous bit. In differential phase-shift keying
(DPSK) modulation, the data signal m(t) is con-
veyed by changes in the phases of the carrier wave.
[cite] For example, a logical one may correspond to

Figure 2: BPSK modulated signal s(t) and the data
sequence m(t)

adding π to the current phase and a logical zero may
correspond to adding 0 to the current phase, as shown
in figure 3(a).

(a) DPSK modulated signal s(t) and the data sequence
m(t)

(b) Demodulation of DPSK

Figure 3: DPSK

Demodulation of DPSK signal [4] is based on the
block diagram of figure 3(b). The receiver doesn’t
know the exact propagation delay and the phase of
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the carrier wave upon receipt. Instead, it simply
buffers the received signal every Tb seconds. Sup-
pose the phase difference between r(t) and r(t−Tb)
is θ. Then product between current received signal
and the signal received one Tb earlier is given by

h(t) ∝ cos(ωct)× cos(ωct+ θ)

=
1− cos(2ωct)

2
cos(θ)− sin(2ωct)

2
sin(θ)

(3)

Since the phase change is either 0 or π, the sin(θ)
in the second term can be ignored. Integrating h(t)
over Tb seconds gives us the desired binary output
y(nTb) =

∫ nTb

(n−1)Tb
h(t) = cos(θ), where cos(0) = 1

and cos(π) = −1.
Using the demodulation method described in

equation (3), we would be able to recover the origi-
nal data sequence. The receiver only needs to buffer
the received signal for 2Tb seconds. The computa-
tional complexity is only O(T ) for received signal
with length T .

3.2.3 Practical considerations

For the Phase Shift Keying experiments, we choose
the carrier frequency to be ωc = 19.2kHz, which is
not audible to most adults. Note that a phase change
of π in s(t) would lead to a sudden distortion of
the waveform, which in turn excites responses over
a very broad of frequencies, including those in the
audible range. Therefore, it would produce a click-
like sound at the end of a bit period when m(t) = 1.
To remove these artifacts, we reduce the amplitude of
s(t) at those phase-alternating times so that the click-
like sounds are negligible. This is shown in Figure
3.2.3. We only decrease the amplitude at these tran-
sition points so that overall signal power is not sig-
nificantly affected. Since the amplitude of a signal
is independent of the phase, this reduction does not
change the modulation or demodulation of the data.

Figure 4: Technique for removing audible broad-
spectrum noise from signal transmission.

We implement the modulation and demodulation
algorithms in Matlab. We use Altec Lansing VS1520
speakers to broadcast the DPSK-modulated signal.
The receiver is the build-in microphone equipped in
most laptops. The sample rate for both the speaker
and the receiver is set at 96kHz in software.

3.2.4 Experiments

Data transmission via DPSK modulated audio sig-
nals should be tolerant to background noises in a va-
riety of environments. We tested the robustness of
our program under the following typical human ac-
tivities common in coffee shops or office: playing
music, making conversations, uncontrollable laugh-
ing, and key jangling near the microphone. Figure 5
shows the power spectrum of the received signals
under those circumstances during data transmission.
Most of the power for music and conversation is be-
low 10kHz; playing music or making conversation
with friends and colleagues won’t affect data trans-
mission at 19.2kHz. Both laughter and key jangling
have significant power over a larger range. Laugh-
ter’s power still mainly resides in the low frequency
range, while key jangling’s spectrum is flatter, indi-
cating power is more evenly distributed over the fre-
quency range. Thus, the key jangling would have a
more damaging effect on the data transmission re-
liability as it produces relatively more power at the
carrier frequency.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 5: Power spectrum of received signal r(t) un-
der different background noises. (a) Music. (b) Con-
versation. (c) Laughter. (d) Key Jangling. The spike
at 19.2kHz indicates the strength of the data signal.

The robustness of data transmission is dependent
on the signal to noise ratio (SNR) between s(t) and
the amplitude of the background noise at ωc. We
compute the bit transmission success rate at differ-
ent SNR levels and show the results with error bars
in figure 6(a). The means and standard deviations
are taken over 10 trials. For each trial, we trans-
mit data sequence at 200 bit per second for 4 sec-
onds lone, while the speaker and the microphone is
placed 1 meter apart. The bit transmission success
rate (BTSR) is defined as the ratio between the num-
ber of correct demodulated bits and the number of
transmitted bits. 1 Figure 6(a) shows an exponential
increase in BTSR with respect to SNR. Since modu-
lated signal s(t) is inaudible, we could increase the
amplitude of s(t) to achieve high BTSR without af-
fecting most adults (dogs could be in trouble since
they have a wider audible range).

Another factor that affects the performance of au-
dio data transmission is the bit transmission rate. De-
modulating of DPSK signal involves an integration
over Tb seconds. The larger Tb is, the more accu-
rate the binary output is. At a fixed sampling rate,
Tb is inversely proportional to the bit transmission
rate. Figure 6(b) illustrates the relationship between
data transmission success rate and the bit transmis-
sion rate. We find that ChirpCast can achieve audio
data transmission with at least 90% accuracy with
the maximum bit transmission rate = 200bps, when
the sender and the receiver are 2m apart.

1Note that a single bit error during DPSK demodulation
would change the signs of all the following bits. Therefore,
BTSR shown in figure 6(a) times the total transmitted length
can be viewed as the expected length of successful data trans-
mission without any error. Using geometry distribution, the ac-
tually BER is actually 1

BTSR×n
where n = 800 is the total

length of transmitted data in a single trial.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 6: Probability of bit transmission success vs.
bit transmission rate when the sender and the re-
ceiver are 1m apart (the red dotted line) and 2-meter
apart (the blue solid line).

4 Conclusion

In this project we have explored different modu-
lation methods to transmit data via audio signals.
With at least 90% bit transmission accuracy, we
could achieve real time data transmission at a maxi-
mum bit transmission rate of 4bps using frequency-
shift keying, and at a maximum bit transmission
rate of 200bps using differential phase-shift keying.
A simple extension to the current project is to use
DPSK over multiple orthogonal frequencies simul-
taneously. With k frequencies, we could expect a
2k times increase in the maximum bit transmission
rate.
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